6. 21 - 75

Dear Mr. Mable -

Just a note to follow up my letter of 2. 28. - 75.

I can't say that I feel sorry for any time losing other ships after the big hit - if - Prices are coming down finally & if there is any increase now, people are canning - from the people I've talked to - one good thing came out of the whole deal - everyone sees now we never needed all now we never needed all that baking - I know mine is not 1/2 what I used to do even if prices are lower - No one says they'll
ever go back to their
former consumption as
I guess in every Cloud
there is a Silver
lining.

Dearly,

Mrs. W. Hegel
Carleton Jan. 55-718
The Great Western Sugar Co.
P.O. Box 5308
Denver, Colo. 80217